PERSPECTIVES
speleothems are scattered over most continental areas and provide exceptional chronology.
They will allow investigation of spatially variable changes as climate fronts move across
continental regions, and enable direct comparison of climate in distant regions, as recently
demonstrated in a study of rainfall in the southern and northern Tropics (9).
For paleoclimate, the past two decades

have been the age of the ice core. The next two
may be the age of the speleothem.
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Solving Laplace’s Lunar Puzzle
Kimmo Innanen

bout two centuries ago, the eminent
mathematician Pierre-Simon Laplace
noted something unusual about the
Moon’s gravity (1). With a mass ratio of
about 80:1, Earth and its Moon are unique in
the solar system and are sometimes referred
to as a double planet. As the Moon revolves
around Earth in about a month, this double
planet itself revolves around the Sun in a
year. Both orbits are slightly elliptical, with
the lunar orbit tilted a few degrees to Earth’s
solar orbit. The result is a three-dimensional
example of what is called the gravitational
three-body problem. Adding to the complexity is that both bodies are pear-shaped,
with the Moon locked into a synchronous
orbit with one face toward Earth. One can
thus envision this choreography: a pair of
slightly flexible (one covered with oceans),
spinning, bulgy gyroscopes in mutual gravitational motion, with the pair in concurrent
motion around the Sun. Laplace’s problem
was that he could not reconcile the observed
orbital properties of the Moon with its shape
and expected motion. Very simply, there is
excess bulge material in the Moon’s equatorial region. On page 652 of this issue (2),
Garrick-Bethell et al. present an ingenious
method to fill a gap in our knowledge of the
earlier history of the Moon’s orbit without
using a full computer simulation of the entire
complex system. Their results now offer a
credible solution to Laplace’s problem.
Following Newton’s exact solution of the
two-body problem (in the form of ellipses,
with the center of gravity at one focus), the
search for a complete analytical solution to
the general three-body problem preoccupied
and frustrated the best mathematical minds
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Given its size and shape, the Moon’s present
orbit does not make sense. Its shape can be
understood if, while the Moon was beginning to
solidify, it was closer to Earth, with a more
eccentric orbit.

cal bodies with equatorial
bulges. The moments of inertia capture the rotational prop4
erties of a body much the way
12
11
its mass quantifies its inertia
for motion in a straight line.
Euler also applied his results
10
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5 complete
in attempts to understand the
complete
rotation
Moon’s motion. Laplace used
rotation
Euler’s work and his own
mathematical skills to identify
the most important secular
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perturbation terms and thereby to show that the lunar
moments cannot be in equilibrium with its present orbit. In
the solar system, many of the
6
2
mutual interactions (perturbations) between the planets,
Third
including their satellites, are
complete
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rotation
of short term (say hundreds or
7 1 15
thousands of years) and average to zero. Secular perturbations do not average out to
A long time ago but not so far away. Schematic illustration of the zero, but accumulate signifiMoon’s orbit 100 to 200 million years after formation (with exagcantly over much longer times,
gerated eccentricity). In this orbit, the Moon rotates 1.5 times during each orbit (starting from position 1; the red and blue dots indi- over, say, hundreds of thoucate the orientation), much like the orbit of Mercury around the sands or millions of years.
Sun. The present-day orbit is nearly circular with a radius 2.5 times Something interesting must
larger, and the near side of the Moon is always facing Earth. therefore have happened dur[Adapted from (8)]
ing the Moon’s early history to
“lock in” this disequilibrium,
for more than three centuries. Newton him- perhaps as it cooled and solidified, when it
self is said to have suffered severe headaches was much closer to Earth. The theoretical
in his own attempts to provide a more com- work on the Moon’s orbit culminated in the
plete theory of the Moon’s motion. Two of late 19th and early 20th century with the
the most famous mathematicians of the 18th analyses of Delaunay, Hill, and Brown (3).
and early 19th centuries were Leonard Euler Their work used the perturbation method:
and Laplace. Euler made fundamental con- Beginning with the elliptical orbit as a refertributions (now known as Euler’s equations) ence, they added perturbing terms to take
to the dynamics of solid and fluid bodies, account of the other physical influences
introducing the concept of the three basic affecting the system. The result was a list of
moments of inertia A, B, and C of symmetri- more than 300 perturbing terms, each with
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its own periodic effect. (It is a testament to
the care of Delaunay, Hill, and Brown that
only a handful of modest errors have been
discovered in this work by means of modern
computer algebraic methods that have added
many more terms.) Nevertheless, this huge
list was enough to discourage later generations of mathematicians and astronomers
from studying the problem.
Modern computer analyses of the general
three-body problem (4, 5) have shown its
incredible complexity, so that statistical
approaches become viable. There are also
additional important longer-period complexities in the problem: To conserve angular momentum (which is not affected by friction), the frictional energy losses due to
Earth’s ocean tides sloshing near the coastal
shorelines cause the Earth’s spin to slow
down and the Earth-Moon distance to
increase by 3.8 cm each year, to a present
distance of some 60 Earth radii. (In comparison, geosynchronous communication satellites revolve around Earth at the same rate as
it spins, at a distance of about 6 Earth radii.)
This very slow lunar recession is known
from two sources: the timing and location of
ancient solar eclipses, and from accurate
measurement of the Earth-Moon distance
with lasers on Earth and reflectors left on the
Moon’s surface by the Apollo astronauts. It
is therefore possible to run the Moon’s position backward in time. In addition, the
moments of inertia of both the Moon and

Earth have been accurately determined from
artificial satellite motions.
In the work of Garrick-Bethell et al., the
central issue is the Moon’s own nonspherical shape, which, together with its orbit,
lead the authors to an interesting conclusion
about its past history: Its orbit around Earth
in the distant past must have been much
closer and also more eccentric than it is now
(see the figure). In fact, their optimum solutions locate the young Moon at a time 100 to
200 million years after its formation, when
it was at a distance of some 24 to 27 Earth
radii. At this time it would have passed
through the 3:2 spin-orbit resonance, reminiscent of the present-day behavior of the
planet Mercury, which rotates three times
about its own axis for every two revolutions
about the Sun. They show that the distance
and eccentricity at this time would have
been optimal for the bulge to “freeze” into
the solidifying Moon, a fossil bulge we
observe to this day. These results appear to
dovetail in a reasonable way with the most
viable contemporary theory of the Moon’s
own origin through a giant impact of a
Mars-like object with Earth, from which
debris the primordial Moon formed at some
4 Earth radii (6, 7).
This work should provide impetus for
renewed analytical interest in the fascinating
history of our still mysterious cosmic companion. In particular, there arise the questions of how the Moon passed through the

geosynchronous and 3:2 resonances and
arrived at its present orbit. At 24 Earth radii,
the Earth-Moon proximity would certainly
have had dramatic effects on the Earth as
well. Suppose that Earth’s rotation period
then was 12 hours, so that the true lunar
month would have been 18 hours. Ignoring
their small motion around the Sun, the
Moon’s phases would have gone through a
full cycle in just 18 hours. Perhaps even
more dramatically, the Moon’s tidal effects
on the Earth would have been some 10 times
today’s amplitudes with about 6 hours
between maxima. The magnitude and frequency of this sort of powerful tidal machine
would require complex modeling.
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CLIMATE

How Do Aerosols Affect
Cloudiness and Climate?

Anthropogenic aerosol emissions may increase
cloud cover by up to 5%, resulting in a
substantial net cooling of Earth’s atmosphere.

François-Marie Bréon

hat is the net impact of anthropogenic aerosol emissions on Earth’s
climate? Is it similar in magnitude
to that of greenhouse gases? Do aerosols
mostly affect the amount of solar radiation
reflected back into space, or do they also have
a substantial effect on the hydrological cycle?
Many recent studies have tried to answer these
questions, but the picture gets ever more complex. On page 655 of this issue, Kaufman and
Koren (1) bring some clarity to the issue by
quantifying the positive impact of aerosol
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load on the cloud cover and demonstrating
the opposite effect in the presence of absorbing aerosols.
Aerosols were long thought to affect climate mainly by reflecting incoming solar
radiation back to space, thus cooling Earth’s
surface. But in the late 1990s, it was shown
that some aerosols can absorb substantial
amounts of solar energy, thereby increasing
solar heating, particularly when aerosol layers
are located above cloud decks. Even worse
news for attempts to quantify the effect of
aerosols on climate came with the identification of the so-called indirect effects, through
which aerosols change the optical properties
and the life cycle of clouds.
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In the first indirect effect, the presence
of aerosols leads to the formation of more
numerous and smaller cloud droplets (2, 3),
resulting in brighter clouds that reflect more
solar energy back into space. This reduction in
cloud droplet size tends to reduce precipitation and, together with other aerosol-cloud
processes, changes the geographical extent of
cloudiness (the second indirect effect) (4).
Both processes lead to an increase in the solar
energy reflected back to space, and thus a net
cooling of climate.
However, the opposite effect has been
observed above the Indian Ocean (5) and over
the Amazon Basin (6): Aerosols that can
absorb substantial amounts of solar energy—
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